
0.1 Bingham fluid

Viscoplastic fluids are Non-Newtonian fluids which show a dual solid-fluid behaviour. They flow only if the
applied stress is higher than a treshhold called yield stress τy. There are many edible, natural and industrial
examples: Concerete, dough, toothpaste, chocolate, creams, drilling muds, lava, . . . The Poiseuille flow of
these fluids has a constant velocity in center which is called plug flow. Inside the plug the stress is below τy
and hence solid.
Bingham is the simplest model for viscoplastic, in the dimensionless form is:
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Dimensionless Bingham number is B =
τy

µU0/H
= yield stress

viscous stress
. The length scale of problem H is channel

width and U0 is the average velocity. There is an inherent singularity in model at γ = 0, these are unyielded

regions of flow that are either static zones or have a solid body motion (called plug region).
The first approach for solving these flows is to avoid singularity by adding a small number ǫ and using

τij =
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γ̇ij for whole domain. This is called viscosity regularization. The problem of regularization

is that the boundaries of unyielded regions would depend on ǫ. Fortunately there is a more elegant solution
thanks to the work of Duvaut & Lions [1] who LJLL laboratory is named in his honor. They showed the
velocity solution of Stokes flow minimizes the following variational functional:
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The second term is non differentiable hence it is not possible to use the usual optimization tecniques to
solve. Glowinski [2, 3] used Augmented Lagrangian methods for solving the problem. In summary we get
two Lagrange multiplier for strain rate γ and stress tensor T and split the optimization to three separate
steps with regard to velocity, γ and T .
Step 1: minimization of velocity reduces to a usual Stokes flow with a right hand side added:

−r∇.(∇(u) +∇(u)T )n+1 +∇pn+1 =∇.(Tn − rγn) + f

∇.un+1 =0

Step 2 and 3: minimization of γ and T reduces to an explicit update of degrees of freedom.

γn+1 =
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Tn+1 = Tn + r(γ̇n+1 − γn+1)

These steps are repeated until the Lagrange multipliers converge. The number 0 < r is a constant chosen by
user. To ensure the convergence of mixed formulation the discretization space of Lagrange multipliers γ, T
should be exactly the derivative of velocity space as described in [4]. For example here we use Taylor-Hood
elements where velocity is P2. This means we have to use P1dc elements for multipiers. The computed
velocity is shown in figure 1. The central plug can be identified clearly. In implementation we use a field for
T and one for combinations of T − rγ to save a little memory.

real Bn = 4.8;

real dPdL = -9.6;

real r = 10.;

macro div(u) ( dx(u#x)+dy(u#y) ) //
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Figure 1: Velocity of Poiseuille flow of Bingham fluid

macro StrainRate(u) [2.*dx(u#x), 2.*dy(u#y), dy(u#x)+dx(u#y)] //

mesh Th = square(3,20,[x,2.*y]);

fespace Wh(Th,[P2,P2,P1],periodic=[[2,y], [4,y]]);

fespace Qh(Th,P1);

fespace Xh(Th,P2);

fespace Lh(Th,P1dc);

Wh [ux,uy,p], [vx,vy,q];

Lh TmGxx=0., TmGyy=0., TmGxy=0.;

Lh Txx=0., Tyy=0., Txy=0.;

Lh Gdotxx=0., Gdotyy=0., Gdotxy=0.;

problem Poisse([ux,uy,p],[vx,vy,q],init=true) =

int2d(Th)( r*StrainRate(u)’*StrainRate(v) -p*div(v) -q*div(u) +1e-10*q*p )

+int2d(Th)( dPdL*vx )

+int2d(Th)( [TmGxx,TmGyy,TmGxy]’*[dx(vx),dy(vy),dy(vx)+dx(vy)] )

+on(1,3,ux=0,uy=0);

for(int iter=0; iter<100; ++iter)

{

Poisse;

Gdotxx = 2.*dx(ux);

Gdotyy = 2.*dy(uy);

Gdotxy = dx(uy)+dy(ux);

for(int k=0; k<Lh.ndof; ++k){

real TaGxx=Txx[][k]+r*Gdotxx[][k],

TaGyy=Tyy[][k]+r*Gdotyy[][k],

TaGxy=Txy[][k]+r*Gdotxy[][k];

real TaGnorm = sqrt( .5*(TaGxxˆ2+TaGyyˆ2+2.*TaGxyˆ2) );

real res = TaGnorm-Bn;

if( 0<res ){

real c = r/(1.+r)*res/TaGnorm;

real q = 1.-c;

Txx[][k] = TaGxx*q;

Tyy[][k] = TaGyy*q;

Txy[][k] = TaGxy*q;

q = 1.-2.*c;

TmGxx[][k] = TaGxx*q;

TmGyy[][k] = TaGyy*q;

TmGxy[][k] = TaGxy*q;

}

else {

Txx[][k] = TaGxx;

Tyy[][k] = TaGyy;

Txy[][k] = TaGxy;

TmGxx[][k] = TaGxx;
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TmGyy[][k] = TaGyy;

TmGxy[][k] = TaGxy;

}

}

}

plot(ux,dim=3,fill=true,value=true);
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